Digital supply networks in industrial products manufacturing
Beyond the buzzwords: Getting started with digital transformation
Introduction

Today’s industrial products manufacturers face declining productivity growth, skilled labor shortages, and a shift toward protectionist trade policies coupled with emerging threats to protecting IP and trade secrets. Coping with these issues adds to an already challenging environment in which industrial product manufacturers are expected to find sustainable growth opportunities in today’s increasingly global market.

The United States averaged 0.7% annual labor productivity growth between 2007 and 2017, less than a quarter of the 4.3% average annual labor productivity growth it sustained between 2000 and 2007.¹

For the 7th consecutive year, skilled trades vacancies are the hardest jobs to fill in the United States, and for the fifth consecutive year, they are the hardest to fill globally.²

The global annual percentage growth of the value added by the manufacturing sector in 2016 was nearly 1/3 its value in 2006.³
Understanding how to harness the power of advanced technologies is critical in enabling industrial products manufacturers to meet customers’ demands and create new revenue streams. B2B customers are increasingly expecting products tailored to their preferences and swiftly delivered to their doorstep anywhere around the globe. The growth in spending on manufacturing e-commerce platforms is an example of just how accustomed B2B customers have become to speed, personalization, flexibility, and transparency from the consumer market, and how they are now expecting the same capabilities from their industrial vendors.

Empowered by digital transformation, manufacturers are now turning to selling outcomes for their customers. As a result, companies are driving an increasing share of value through services versus products themselves. These new revenue streams enable companies to rethink long-held business models and change the basis of competition. Such technology-enabled services include predictive maintenance and real-time product intelligence that equip companies to sell uptime and deliver OPEX reduction. This shifting paradigm can be seen both as a threat and an opportunity. New competitors, who often do not have the product manufacturing history, are increasingly playing this role by leveraging their ability to be agile and layer multiple technologies. These new entrants are reaping the benefits of what could be lucrative extended services provided by traditional industrial products manufacturers.

A defensive stance is not an option. Surviving—and thriving—as an industrial products manufacturer requires the digitalization of your supply network and the creation of a dynamic, data-sharing web connecting customers, vendors, and partners. Some have already begun: At least 33 percent of manufacturers are currently investing in a range of technologies such as IoT platforms and advanced analytics to jump-start their own digitalization. Those that wait risk losing growth opportunities and market share to those able to integrate the digital supply network (DSN) and provide net new value to customers with a continuous and seamless engagement model. In short, there is no time to stall—industrial products manufacturers must evolve now.

Supply chain digitalization can be daunting. Digital technologies have been held up as the answer, but for a variety of reasons there is no clear path forward, which results in frustration and “digital fatigue.” Twenty-seven percent of manufacturers believe there is ambiguity about the objectives of a company’s digital agenda and competing priorities between stakeholders, leading to individual biases on the best path forward. Justifying the business case for individual digital technologies is further complicated by project interdependencies requiring synchronization across siloed business units and a long-standing perception that technology implementation projects are prohibitively long and costly. Beyond the business case, the current pace of technological innovation inflates the fear of committing to the wrong technology or partnering with the wrong vendor—a decision that has the potential to damage a manufacturer’s performance.

Having said this, digital transformation does not have to happen across an organization, all at once. In fact, a series of small, targeted projects can lead to large-scale transformational change for clients and their supply networks over time.

Deloitte has helped corporations navigate through this type of uncertainty thanks to a practical framework that we will outline in this paper:
Digital supply networks in action

A traditional supply chain resembles a relatively rigid and linear path that moves information along with raw materials and semi-finished goods from one end of the production system to the other. A digital supply network is a flexible, interconnected matrix that allows data and goods to move nonlinearly to maximize efficiency to meet changing consumer and market demands (see figure 1).

The DSN embeds digital functionality throughout the process, from development to delivery, to allow the physical world and digital world to communicate and collaborate. By translating physical events into digital information, companies generate data. Actionable insights from visualizing and analyzing this data are used to transform the physical world. These actions, in turn, yield benefits in terms of increased efficiency, quality, customer experience, and revenue growth.

Source: Deloitte Analysis
A Deloitte client had talent and operations distributed across three continents, which led to issues with their manufacturing incident resolution processes and resulted in severe delays during critical component assembly. Remote engineering experts found it difficult to utilize common collaboration tools to troubleshoot problems with on-site technicians.

Deloitte collaborated with the client’s IT department to deploy a suite of industry-leading wearable technology so that engineers in the United States and EMEA countries could watch and collaborate remotely with technicians in Asia as they carried out repairs, as well as review and share targeted instructions in the technician’s field of view.

This solution resulted in:

- 50% reduction in repair cycle time for defects and assembly failures
- Estimated savings of $500,000 for a single product line through reduced travel costs and downtime

Data insights that are generated either on a monthly cycle or as part of a stand-alone project in a traditional supply chain can be obtained instantaneously in a DSN. This ability eliminates the latency of communication between supply chain elements and the reaction time needed to either rightsize or optimize the manufacturing process. DSNs are dynamic, flexible, and predictive, thus enabling industrial products manufacturers to meet radically different demands from their customers: last-minute engineering changes, specification compliance and rework, low-tolerance quality checks, and so forth.

DSNs unlock new ways of value creation. In a linear, discrete, and sequential supply chain, each link is a handoff between the players, who take their turns to add value and then sell that value upstream to the next player in line. A DSN allows for new value creation opportunities within its technologies, data, processes, and products. This is likely to accelerate as new digital technologies generate more data, provide greater transparency, and enable enhanced connectivity.
 Organizations that adopt evolving digital technologies are breeding grounds for new business models—manufacturers are shifting their attention from making products to enabling outcomes for their clients. Some companies have also recognized a critical opportunity to monetize the vast amounts of data being collected and transmitted by new sensors that have been integrated into a wide array of products. Below are some examples of how organizations are already adopting new opportunities to directly or indirectly provide customers (B2B and B2C) with these value-added services.

**Asset-as-a-service model:**
GE Aviation has taken a completely new approach to the capital leasing model with its TrueChoice™ Flight Hour power-by-the-hour service, where it sells its customers the service of using one of its engines—an attractive proposition in a space where products cost millions of dollars. Beyond improving its sales, GE Aviation has aligned its goals with that of its customer: maximizing uptime to minimize its rapid-response maintenance deployments.

**DSNs can enhance such services using:**

**Predictive maintenance.**
Smart devices sense any product’s upcoming breakdowns and thus allow for resource allocation ahead of time.

**Design simulation.**
Data points from the connected products and events (e.g., maintenance) can better inform design simulations and help engineers build a more robust product, reducing the need for repairs in the long run.

**IoT services:**
IOTA is a major blockchain platform offering a distributed ledger for data monetization using micropayments. Its solution has already garnered huge partnerships with Bosch, Fujitsu, and Volkswagen. Bosch plans to place sensors across its devices and collect data beyond the point-of-sale using the IOTA platform—a program enabling it to monetize data generated by domestic appliances while marketing remote maintenance capabilities.

**DSN-generated data can have multiple purposes with:**

**Smart-connected products/real-time product intelligence.**
An “always on” capability that helps to ensure a robust IoT network where data can be collected, packaged, and distributed via online platforms.

**Predictive/sensor-driven replenishment.**
Event-triggered replenishment information for maintenance and non-maintenance purposes sent directly to the point-of-use. Add-on services, such as a technician’s help, can also be offered on customer devices.
As the examples show, DSN can—and needs to—be used for efficiency, customer experience, and growth. The digital supply network looks different for every company, as it solves different issues and applies different technologies, but it has some key characteristics that apply across industries and sectors. No matter the application, the DSN provides benefits not only to the organization but also to the customer. Whether it is passing along cost savings, improving delivery, or staying connected throughout the product life cycle, the customer benefits (and will continue to benefit) from the increased insights and connectivity. One thing is certain, however: In all the decisions about where and how to play in this new environment, there is no master playbook—and no single path to success.

**Rapid-response manufacturing:**

Zara, a subsidiary of Inditex, can now take a product from design to display to any of its more than 2,000 stores worldwide in as little as two to three weeks (although two months on average). This is thanks, in part, to the information it collects from RFID microchips, which are tagged to every garment that leaves its warehouses. The use of this technology helps Zara make its stock takes (inventory checks) 80 percent faster and almost instantly informs its 350 designers on what trends are most popular, influencing the products they create. Today, Zara is able to sell three times more distinct items as compared to its competitors and only needs to design 25 percent ahead of a season. As a result, it can now deploy 20 separate “seasons” per year as compared to the traditional three to four seasons other retailers usually deploy.

**DSNs can enable faster and more efficient operations by offering the following capabilities:**

**Demand and supply sensing and synchronization.**
Digitally connecting suppliers, manufacturers, and customers ensures that an array of smart-event-based triggers allow for proper replenishment and sales, reducing lead times and intelligently predicting demand levels to help adjust fulfillment strategies.

**Additive manufacturing (AM).**
The ability to design and manufacture personalized products, while maintaining the same core product. AM also offers a way to manage inventory digitally only, and print small, complex parts with lower volumes locally or physically closer to the point-of-use.

**Intelligent procurement operation management.**
Data-driven decision-making results in effective contract negotiation and procurement to reduce lag time, allowing companies to rapidly yet economically source products.
Getting started with DSNs

Before starting any digital transformation, clients should understand and outline what they are solving for as a means to identify the guiding principles they will use to define success.

Once there is a goal in mind and clear measurement criteria, the next step is to understand the constraints. Companies should tailor their DSN journey and individual implementations to meet their own specific needs, based on their existing infrastructure, talent base, culture, and technological requirements.

Larger organizations tend to be reluctant to abandon the “tried and true” in favor of new, disruptive technologies. To combat this “if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it” mentality, it can be particularly important for companies to start small and conduct discrete proof-of-value initiatives where they can pilot technologies and measure performance change in specific areas without affecting their full supply chains.

One of the most effective ways to get started is to use the adage “think big, start small, scale fast” to accelerate meaningful results to help move toward the path of digital transformation. This process enables clients to think big and develop a comprehensive strategy. The next step is narrowing the scope to start small. This enables clients to develop an approach that is strategic, agile, fast, affordable, adaptable, and repeatable. After establishing what works, it is time to scale fast. Applying those same tactics and principles, as well as the lessons from preceding projects, enables larger-scale transformation that no longer carries the same financial or organizational risks.
The most effective way to introduce DSN is to adopt a “digital foundry” approach, where ideas that have breakthrough potential in terms of business impact are generated and screened before being prototyped and piloted in a sequence of sprints (see figure 2). Successful ideas where tangible benefits can be demonstrated are then launched and scaled throughout the organization. In this way, companies can reduce the barriers to DSN implementation and effectively manage their exposure to risk by validating ideas in a controlled environment.

At its core, the digital foundry methodology is an aggregation of services that blends strategic expertise, governance, agile delivery methods, and innovative thinking with enabling technologies. The goal of the digital foundry is to enhance decision-making, inject energy into converting ideas into actionable plans, increase efficiency, and deliver measurable value.
Case studies of DSN-driven value generation

Below are two examples of how the “think big, start small, scale fast” framework has been brought to life.

**Optimization of production processes:**
A large manufacturer and distributor of food packaging and food service products that supplies packers, processors, supermarkets, and restaurants across North America engaged Deloitte to unlock additional capacity across its supply chain. Working with a cross-functional team, we created a minimum viable product (MVP) to identify “dark assets” in one of the company's largest plants. The insights from this MVP led to a business case for unlocking capacity across 18 production lines.

A modest improvement in OEE at the one plant will likely generate an estimated $50M in incremental value and more than $20M in CapEx avoidance for the company.

Starting with an MVP enabled the company to get to its end goal faster with less rework.

**Analytics-driven sourcing:**
An industrial products client that uses a commodity as a key component in its products engaged Deloitte to help optimize its forecasting and efficiency. The client lacked a methodology that linked its forecasting to its pricing and product optimization. By using the digital foundry methodology, we brought together the right resources and technology to develop a linear optimization model that computed the optimal supply mix, ordering policy, inventory control, and correct usage of interchangeable commodity types to yield the minimum cost scenario. The model was developed in just a few weeks using an agile approach and open-source technology. The earliest version of the model started small and used highly constrained inputs, but it was able to provide insights that demonstrated significant opportunities.

Additional development yielded a model that demonstrated more than 6% in annual savings for just one type of commodity in even the most pessimistic scenario.

We scaled fast and implemented a digital solution for an ongoing commodity purchasing process through rapid ideation, prototyping, and proof of concept.
Any organizational change requires research, planning, and a degree of risk-taking. By *thinking big*, organizations can create a vision for the future and outline goals for the end state. *Starting small* enables clients to take small steps toward achieving a larger goal—moving from strategy to prototyping as quickly as possible—and *scaling fast* helps them learn quickly and achieve rapid results. This cycle of continuous rapid ideation, reprioritization, and agile implementation of digital tactics can provide meaningful insights and show time-to-value measured in minutes, hours, and days—not months and years. By *starting small*, the financial implications are typically minimal, and when results are achieved, these digital projects can become self-funding, allowing clients to transition into *scaling fast*.

Figure 3. Executing the digital foundry

1. **Identify ideas**
   - Identify trends with breakthrough potential
   - Directive + Emergent (Industry trends, quests) + Other sources (Signals, IT, business, market scans, CoEs, etc.)

2. **Prioritize ideas**
   - Prioritize ideas for rapid POC development
   - Strategy: Balance of issues-to-impact
   - Measure organizational impact: Core, adjacent, new — Sustaining vs. disruptive — Difficulty of implementation

3. **Prototype ideas**
   - Create optimal prototype
   - Collect and clean data as necessary
   - Define functionalities
   - Review with the broader team
   - Build working prototype and POC

4. **Pilot ideas**
   - Conduct testing of prototype
   - Choose strategic partners
   - Build implementation plan
   - Build training infrastructure
   - Troubleshoot bugs

5. **Launch and scale programs**
   - Add functionality, expand to additional user groups
   - Build training infrastructure
   - Define organizational structure
   - Define KPIs and metrics

Build high level business case

Iterative/agile process
Conclusion

Manufacturing organizations should take heed of the evolving competitive landscape of their operating environment. Given today’s unpredictable economic and regulatory climate, B2B customers expect a more connected, responsive, and proactive supply chain where a sale goes beyond the product and enables better outcomes for both them and their own customers. DSNs offer industrial products manufacturers the ability to meet these evolving needs in a variety of ways, all while unlocking the potential for additional revenue streams. Those that are not able to sift through a barrage of technology solutions and build a comprehensive digital strategy for their supply networks potentially risk falling behind, at the very least.

Ultimately, a series of small wins can create large-scale, meaningful, and lasting digital transformation for clients’ supply networks, allowing them to not only compete but also lead. Digital transformation creates significant value, but it requires practice and a targeted approach. By leveraging the “think big, start small, scale fast” approach, as well as various Deloitte tools such as the digital foundry, clients can start driving impact quickly. In the exponentially evolving digital world we live in, it is critical to act now.
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